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ATTITUDES TOWARD AGRICULTURAL MARKETING IN 
ASIA AND THE FAR EAST 

G.R. Spinks* 

25: 

Although considerable progress has been made, 
particularly over the last decade, agricultural growth in 
the developing countries has not attained the levels anti
cipated by governments and various foreign aid programmes. 
A major reason for ~his disappointing position is that not 
enough attention has been devoted to facilities and services 
which must be available to farmers if agriculture is to 
develop. Although opinions- differ as to extent and pre. 
cedence, there is general agreement that the question ot 
markets for agricultural commodities has been neglected. 
Other facilities overlooked or not sufficiently stressed 
are extension services, availability of inputs, production 
credit, appropriate price policies, etc. While the import
ance of these facilities is recognized, this paper will 
deal only with agricultural marketing--which is considered 

' the most crucial. 

Agricultural marketing has not yet been fully 
accepted as an essential element in agiicultural development 
in the countries of the region. Therefore, it has failed to 
develop and, in consequence, many agricultural development 
programmes have not succeeded in reaching the goals set 

* Extract. Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Economics 
and Statistics, Vol. 19, No.l, January 1970. 
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1 for them. The reasons for this situation lie mainly with 
the governments of the countries concerned, but also with 
multi and bilateral aid agencies. The principal cause is the 
lack of understanding on the part of government officials 
of what constitutes agricultural marketing, particularly 
on the part of offic~als at the policymaking level. Linked 
to this are the problems of uncritical acc eptance of opinions 
and impressions as fact; unwillingness to appreciate facts 
which are contrary to the opinions held by high-level 
officials and/or contrary to grvernment policy; inability 
or unwillingness 'to acknowledge that facts became outdated 
because of structural changes in the agricultural sector of t ~r 
economy; and general bureaucratic procedures. 

l 

In the light of this situation, 'it would bo opportur c 
to state the accepted definition of agricultural marketing , 
"In its widest sense agricultural marketing comprises all 
the operations involved in the movement of food and raw 
materials from the farm to the final consumer. 112 It also 
includes aspects of the organization of raw·material supply 

1 "Market reform ought to be an i~tegral part of any policy 
for agricultural development ••• Marketing is as critical 
to better performance in agriculture as farming itself 
and should be regarded and developed as such". A con
clusion of the Report on the Conference on Productivity 
and Innovation in Agriculture in the Undeveloped Countrie~~- . 
p. BO. As quoted in Soen, Sie Kwat. Prospects fo2 
Agricultural development in Indonesia. Wageningen, · 
Centre for Agricultural Publishing and Documentation, 
1968, p. 129. -

2 Abbott, J.C. Marketing problems and improvement programs, 
Rome, FAO, 1958, p.l. 

_) 
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to processing industries and the marketing of processed 
products, including an assessment of demand, as well as 
policy relating to agricultural marketing. It is this broad 
coverage of the subject which is seldom understood in 
government departments and by people who v.o rk primarily in 
the production field. 

There are several ways in which the relatively 
poor showing of agricultural marketing in assisting the 
development of agriculture can be illustrated. A review 
of the government sections or departments, the personnel 
and their functions in the various countrie s would make 
manifest the limited manpower resources devoted to marketing. 
However, though useful, this would provide no evaluation 
of the reasons for the prevailing state of affairs. Nor 
does it offer -a means of isolating present and future 
problems which are common to the region. The problems 
call for a more detailed examination of the factors un
derlying this situation. 

Government attitude toward agriculturPl marketing 

The most noticeable feature is that the concept 
of marketing tends to be restricted to the assembly of 
produce at the first market, or to the sale of produ~e on 
export markets. Such an approach can be observed at 
international meetings on agricultural development, where 
one of the main problems often voiced is that of the 
"marketing of our products". However, when the subject 
is raised as a specific agenda item, comments are 
either related only vaguely to the agenda title, cover one 
aspect of- marketing such as transport and ex,orts, or 
attempts are made to point out that there is really no 
marketing problem at all. The relationship between 
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marketing and production is overlooked and the possibility 
that marketing must play an important role in agricultural 
development is seldom considered. , A similar situation 
exists in respect of increased efficiency in the marketing 
of agricultural products 

1
and its importance in economic 

development. 

It is not proposed that governments avoid inter
vention in the ~a!keting of agricultural produce, since an 
examinaticn of any country in the region will indicate areas 
wher e determined appropriate government action could improve 
effi ciency. Unfortunately, most government participation 
has been based upon inadequate and faulty advice, with the 
belief that ills can be cured by governmental decree alone. 

The common practice of issuing marketing legislation with
out any attempt to implement it is an example of this 

attitude. In short, a more objective approach toward the 
marketing of agricultural commodities needs to be under
taken by governments and, in many inst~nces, by their 
advisers, both national and international. 

Bureaucratic factors influencing this attitude 
j 

The reasons for the lack of understanding of 
agricultural marketing are many, and in some instances 
interrelated. The following bureaucratic factors are not 
listed in order of importance, but as regards 11 newness 11 

of the subject matter, to which governments must grant 

high priority. 

A New Field 

In most of the countries of the region, any depart
ment, division or section of the government service r es
ponsible for agricultural marketing has a relativaly short 

_) 
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history. In several countries, there is no individual 
group entrusted with agricultural marketing matters. The 
longest histories of government marketing services have 
been with the ex-colonial countries, particularly the 
formerly British. 

Few-agricultural marketing sections have as yet 
established themselves as an integral part of the bureau
eracies within the region. This situation is reflected 
in the various ministries involved in marketing functions 
and services. Responsibilities are often divided, and 
cooperation between the ministries involved or even bet-

ween sections of t he same ministry in seldom achieved or 

even attempted. Duplication is also fairly common. The 
position can be further complicatc1 by ministerial 
rivalries, 

The reason for this state of affairs appears 
to be that, at certain stages of agricultural development 
programmes, problems have invariably arisen relating to 
specific aspects of marketing. In their desire to provide 

answers or action, governments have designated responsibility 
to ministries in relation to their relative importance 
in overall governmental policy, The belief in the "crash 

programme" approach to all problems is a reflection of this 
as far as agricultural marketing is concerned. Seldom is 
consideration given to the way in which the suddenly 
allocated responsibility fits into tho structure or normal 
responsibilities of the ministry chosen for the job, 

In some countries which have oxperioncod a r-, -~0 

food problems, there has been a proliferation of govern

ment d~partments engaged in various aspects of marketing. 

It will be interesting to see whether these ministries 
will be willing to relinquish their responsibilities 
either voluntarily or under compulsion once tho crises are 
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solved. As new departments have become institutions in 

their own ri ght, it is likely that they will retain a 
wide range of marketing functions and related services. 

The confusion of the situation is intensified 
by the special position afforded cooperatives in govern
ment services. They t~nd to be considered separate and 
distinct institutions. Only limitod reference is made to 
tho fact that a cooperative engaged in marketing is a 
form of marketing enterprise and that its functions fall 

within the definition mentioned previously. In some 
countries, the alleged social benefits accruing from the 
cooperative movement are given greater emphasis than the 
commercial activities. Workers in the field of cooperatives 
tend to see this form of marketing organization as sacro
sanct. Those associated with agricultural marketing are 
very much concerned about the movement but view it as 
another marketing system, along with statutory marke t ing 
boards, government marketing agencies and the competitive 
free enterprise system. Actually 1 one would like to see 
all types of marketing agencies competing with each other 
to provide the most efficient services to producers a~d 

consumers. However, such competition should not be sub
sidized nor granted monopolistic privileges. 

3 
Also indicative of the limit ed understanding of 

- - - - - - - - - -
3 The lack of understanding of agricultural marketing is 

not confined to governments, There is a genGral tendency 
to try to solve problems by r ecommending the establi
shment of other marketing organizations without detailed 
examination of the situation. Usually the most f avoured 
alternatives are cooperatives and marketing boards. 
This attitude is illustrated in an editorial of the 
Bangkok Bank Monthly Review, The ques tion of crop 
marketing, September 1968, 277-279, Bangkok, Thailand. 
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the subj ect i s the vigour with which governments have 
pushed the cooperative movement despite a large measure 

263 

of f ailure. The most serious problem facing cooperatives 
a t tho present tfr·e is their legacy of failure. This alone 
will make attempts at regeneration difficult because of 
producers' increasing attitude of scepticism. An objective 
evaluation of the r easons for failure would be more 
valuable. 4 

Lack of coordination of agricultural marketing 
responsibilities and their dispersal among various 
ministries, and tho resultant duplication of effort, are 
themselves indicative of the fact that governments do not 

understand the subject. It is also further evidence that 
the demands for an efficient ngricultural marketing depart
ment within the bureaucratic s t ructure of most countries 
are not strong enough to enforce a policy of coordination 
or cooperation. 

The "Low" Status of Agricultural Marketing Sections 

It is difficult to generalize on this aspect of 
the problem, but overall experience t ends to indicate that 
the sections associated with agricultural marketing have a 

lower status rating within the government service th ~n 
others of equal size (size being determined by the number 
of staff). Where the marketing section has been grar .ted 

- - - - - - - - - -
4 11 0f the 602 Philippines farmer cooperative marketing 

associations listed as being in existence in 1967, only 
217 were active. Millions of pesos of government money 
were pumped into these cooperatives in thG hope of im
proving rice and corn marketing in the Philippines". 
Korzan, Gerald E. Cooperatives and economic development. 
Thailand Development Report, 4(3), December 1968, 
Bangkok, p. 8.. 
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status within the government service, it sometimes r eflects 
an association with another, 11 recognized" field of study, 
particularly agricultural economics and/or farm management m:: 

in some instances, the personal interest of a senior govern•· 
ment official. Little status derives from government re
cognition of work performance. 

The status of agricultural marketing within the 
government services is also reflected in the overall quaJ.ity 
of the staff. Often it is below that of the older and more 
accepted sections of ministries. Leadership and coordinated 
planning are seldom to be found and few of the elite among 
university graduates are assi~ned to marketing. Di scussions 
with the more aualified and better trained personnel, parti

cularly the younger groups, r eveal that many are a.rxious 
to move into those sections of government endowed wi th w~r e 

privileged status and/or better prospects of promotion. 
As a result, agricultural marketing is some time s deprive<l 
of the best elements among its staff, even thos e who have 
studied abroad and/or have had specialized trainin~.. They 
are assigned to other functions in government service . 

Bureaucratic Procedure 

Bureaucratic procedure varies throughont the 
re~ion, but there are several aspects which have h ~r , and 
will continue to have, an adverse effect on effort ~ to '.!: ai s t. 
the status of agricultural marketing. These char ac t e r ~st1 
do not apply solely to marketin~, but because of the 
"newness" of the enterprise they are particularly r el evanJ:. 

Many bureaucracies place much reliance on person.:i..: 
contact between superior and subordir.ate and only l lmited 
rwlis.noe on impersonal and objective reports and studie s ., 
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This lack of objectivity within the government service 
appears to be increasing. With the extension of govern
ment responsibility in the economic lif0 of the region, 
fewer of th0 civil services are equipped or willing to 
accept informetion from specialized departments. The 
function of the specialized groups should be to generate 
and pass on an impersonal flow of data which would serve 
as a basis for policy. However, in some countries the 
situ9tion is reversed, in that important decisions are 

often mad o without the cooperation of specialized groups. 

lis a result of these circumstances, and due to 
the uncertainty of status within govGrnment service, the 

heads and other members of the agricultural marketing 
section are often reluctant to forward data which may run 

counter to the opinions held by their superiors or to 

government policy. (It is suspected, in s ome instances, 
that contradictory data are withheld, so that agricultural 
marketing tends to play a passive role, and the sole 
objective of work programmes is to maintain the status 
quo.) Marketing staff are often reluctant, even when funds 
are available, to study problems at first hand. This is 
sometimes the result of poor or inadequate training, but it 
also reflects the government attitude toward agriculture 
in general, namely, a paternalistic approach, The relu
ctance stems also partly from the fact that the complexitios 
of the problem and the risks involved in setting up improve
ments or alternatives are too high. In some cases it is 
a conviction, often valid, that superiors will not re·ad 

or act upon the findings of a field study. Evidence of 
this may be seen in that the most challenging publications 
and reports on agricultural marketing and, in particular, 
those demonstrating a more objective apprcach to the subject~ 

originate f:r-om international workers or from national 
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groups associated with institutions independent of govern
ments. Unfortunately, the range of these studies has not 
been very wide to date. 

In many instances, international advisers attached 
to multi- and bilateral economic aid-giving agencies have 
alsC? tended to maintain the 11 status quo approach". Govern
ment marketing policy has not been questioned even when 
the empirical evidence available casts doubt on the validity 
of the assumptions upon which such policy is based. Here, 
however, it should be emphasized the international market
ing adviser often works under severe stress in terms of 
need for adjustment to differin~ conditions, limited time 
and the overriding demand of governments for "recommendations". 
His opportunities to raise basic issues effectively are 
limited, unless he has personal access to officials at a very 
senior level, a situation almost unknown in the field of 
agricultural marketing. 

Notions of the most efficient marketing system 

Apart from countries where specific political doc
trines dominate, most governments of the region maintain 
that the competitive free enterprise marketing system is 
the most efficient in allocating resources within the econo
my, subject to the proviso that SQme government intervention 
is nece_ssary to ensure that the system functions for the 

national benefit. Despite these overt declarations, the 
private enterprise system is under constant attack, often 
guided by political considerations. In order to understand 
this anparent conflict between stated government policy 
and. government action, it is necessary to examine the prin
cipal paths alon~ which government inroads are made into the . 
free enterprise competitive marketing syste~. 
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Officials are generally convinced that they are 
well acauainted with the structure of the marketing systems 
in their own countries. This is far from true~ as the 
complexities of traditional marketing systems are such that 
no one understands them completely and their intricacy is 
sufficient in many cases to deter even the most avid re
searchers. On the other hand, the specialized technical 
~nd managerial requirements of a modern inte~rated marketing 
system also place government officials at a disadvantage. 

Notions of a~ricultural marketing held by policy 
makers and researcher~ are often based upon inaccurate in
formation, or at best half-truths, bequeathed over many 
years and accepted without question •. 5 Over time and by 
constant repetition, they have become facts, and even some 
international research and advisory workers have made the 
mf stake of acceptini:; them uncri ttcally •. The disturb:tng 
feature of these notions i's the strength which they have 
acquired within government circles. To abandon, or even 
modify them, Will be a long and difficult task, 6 yet it is 
one whiGh _must be faced immediately. 

5 This problem is discussed in relation to agricultural 
development in Schultz, . T.W •. Transferring traditional 
agriculture, . New Haven, Conn., Yale University Press, 1965 

6 Ibid, p. _7, 11 No doubt a lack of economic knowledge breeds 
doctrines" •. This is also revealed in other circles; for 
example, Asian Productivity Organization, . Report of 
development of marketing facilities for agricultural 
commodities, Tokyo, October 1969, p. 38 •. 
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The following notions, which need to be corrected 
or modified, are considered among the most erroneous, and 
serve only to retard the development of a more objective 
approach to agricultural marketing in this region. 

The Middlemen7 

Attaclr on the free enterprise competitive marketing 
system centres on a broad group of people and/or institu
tions falling under the vague term of middlemen. The 

I 
' 

intensity of feeling against this group, which provides 
essential marketing functions and services, seems often of 
staggering proportions -t--o those attempting to keep an open 
mind on the subject. The negative qualities attribut ed 
to the term are now such that it is almost synonymous with 
antisocial behaviour. 8 The choice of the word middlemen 
gives no indication of the essential services which they 
perform in the marketing of agricultural commoditi es. 

Conversations with government officials at all 
levels reveal the intensity of feeling against this group 
and, in fact, mere mention of the term creates an impasse 

7 "We like to categorise people because it makes discussion 
simpler and if we seen a dealer standing between a producer 
and a consumer we call him a "middleman" and this relieve'3 
us of the obligation to think any more dee~ly about him an 
to find out the true facts. This is a dangerous over
simplification which may lead to costly errors ••• Indeed 
it is about time that the term 'middleman' was discarded 
altogether". Elliston, G.R, The role of middlemen in the 
fishing industry of West Malaysia. Review of Agricultural 
Economics, Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, 1(2), December 1967, 
p. 16--17. 

8 The same comment can be made about some publications by bi
and multilateral aid programmes. For example: Kwoh, Minhioh . 
Farmers' associations and their contribution towards agricul
tural and rural development in Taiwan. Bangkok, FAO Regional 
Office, 1964. The purpose of the marketing services of the 
farmers' associations is to eliminate the undue profitabili-· 
ty hy middlemen", p.31. 
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in any discussion of the marketing system. In some countries, 
the f eeling toward middlemen may ~ea reflection of the 
attitude by nationals toward commerce in general, for exam~ 
ple in India. In others, the dominance of the marketing 
system by aliens has sharpened emotional reaction; for example, 
the role of Chinese nationals in Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia 
and the Philippines. 

It is difficult to comment on the allegations against 
this ~roup based on most frequent complaint. However, the 
accusation that middlemen pay the farmer a price lower than 
the real value of the product is common in all countries of 
the region. Seldom is the concept of real value defined. 
That farmers are sometimes paid low prices cannot be denied 
but it is far from a universal fact. 9 Often the middlemRn 
is the first to bring the producer into the money economy, 
in fact he alone often creates the market. His pioneering 
activities would warrant higher profits for the services he 
performs, but these gains also attract others. 

Few middlemen actually have the ~ower to pay the 
farmer low prices at even the village level, as c0mpetition 
among traders is almost a normal feature of the marketing of 
agricultural products. Often the form of competition is not 

9 In areas where the money economy is in its early stages 
ann barter is still practised, merchants both itinerant and 
local are very well aware that if they pay too low prices, 
producers will revert to barter. This gives added bar
gaining strength to producers. This fear by dealers of 
farmers reverting to barter is .mentioned in Janlekha, 
Kamal. Saraphi: A Survey of socio~economic conditions 
in a rural community in north-east Thailand, World Lana 
Use Survey, Occasional Paper ·No.8, London, Geographical 
Public ~tions, 1968, p.44. · 
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based on price but in terms of services rendered to farmers. 
Notable among these are services designed to retain the ~· 
loyalty of producers and to attract new producers; for example, 
the provision of information on prices, credit arrangements 
with local stores, dir'ect credit to farmers, free board and 
lod~ing, etc. It is also assumed that the middleman always 
has, or is able to obtain, almost unli~ited funds, but some, 
particularly t~ose from the villages, are faced with the 
same ~roblem as the producer, namely, inadeauate finance to 

cover a full range of business activities, such as storage, 
for exarnple~O In many instances, the village middleman is 
a respecte d citizen of the community, and appreciation of 
the services performed is reflected in his acceptance by 
villagers even if he is not a native. 11 

However, the above is not to be interpreted as a 
defence of middlemen. They are by no means undeserving of 
criticism and numerous examples of this can be quoted. How
ever, universal condemnation is not justified. According to 
Elliston: 12 "Like all professions, 'middlemen' have built 
up over the years a code of practice which, while it has 
evolved for the protection of middlemen against bankruptcy 
due to the hazards and uncertainties of their trade, can be 
used by the unscrupulous to obtain unfair advantages and 
illegal rewards and needs to be brought under some degree of 
control. Second, a system which grew up under one set of 
conditions may be ill-adapted to the changed circumstances of 

10 Sharp, L., H.M. Hauck, Kamol Janlekha and R.R. Textor. 
Siamese rice village : a preliminary study of Bang Chan 
1948-49, Ithaca, N.Y., Cornell Research Centre , June 
19 53, p. 179 • 

11 l.J2!.g; p._1~2-185. 
12 Elli s~on, ... oo:··ci t., p .16-. ... ~- ·-

• •1 
J l•-. 
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the modern w0rld, and habits which arose as· the optimum 
response to past problems may become rigid, inflexible and 
harmful in the present si tuation11 • 

A major criticism levelled against middlemen is their 
alle~ed ability to manipulate prices. It is also maintained 
that the seasonal variability in commodity prices is almost 
entirely caused by their speculative business behaviour; the 
term is never defined precisely. This, it is said, is 
possible because of their control of storage facilities and 
consequent ability to create artificial scarcities. Such 
allegations rest on the unusual assumption that traders have 
perfect knowledge of future suoply and demand conditions. 
Unfortunately, there are few empirical studies which can be 
quoted as a basis for an attack on this unfounded opinion. 
Nevertheless, studies are being made available which should 
be effective in influencing policy makers and their advisers 
to be more critical in their approach. Relatively simple 
models of the cost of holdin~ produce over varying lengths 
of time, using official price data, can often raise doubt 
regarding the allegation that storage of important foodgrains 
for speculative practices always results in profit. Many 
such models have been developed,but little use is made of 
them by governments. 13 Often, storing of produce t o permit 

13 A study of net returns over different periods of storage 
for Wheat in one Indian wheat market indicates their great 
variability. •1rn view of the fact that net returns did 
not consistently cover interest costs, the price risk 
included in holding wheat appears to be substant·i al 11 • 

Cummin~s, R.W., Jr. Effectiveness of pricing in an Indian 
wheat market: a case study of Khana, Punjab, A.merica~ 
Journal of Agricultural Economics, 50(3), August 1968, 
p. 700. "One feels that the farmer who lived for ever, or 
at least for a very long time, might profit from adj ust :L12 
sales to seasonal pattern of prices but that the farmers 
who lived around Karali during 1959-61 would have r e ~r ett ,n 
taking the appropriate advice. 11 Neale, Walter, Harpal Sin,;~ 
and J.P. Singh. Kurali market: a report on the economic 
geography of marketing in northern Punjab. Economic Deve
lopment and Cultural Change, 13(2), J anuary 1965, p .151. 
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normal business activities in automatically associated with 
antisocial behaviour. 

The fact that the alleged practice of middlemen to 

' ) 

buy supplies during the surplus period of the immediate post
harvest and to hold them until the period of relative scarcity 
later in the season affords benefits to both consumer and 
producer is rarely considered. Increased purchasing by 
traders in the postharvest period forces P.riqes up,._ thus 
ben9'fi t1ng producers _. Release of_ stocks during the high- ) 

price period later in the season has the effect of increasing 
supplies and so lower!ng prices, to the benefit of the 

eonsumers. 

It is also evident that in many countries, for 
example in India, the lar~e-scale farmers who supply the 
greater proportion of the marketable surplus of food~rains 
have increased considerably their on-farm storage cap acity. 
Therefore, their marketing activities can contribute signi
ficantly to seasonal price fluctuations. 14 Unfortunately, 
few studies have been made of this situation and the impli
cations of the marketing practices of such groups are 
seldom considered. 

14 This point is made by Mellor, J.W. The functions of a~ri
cultural prices in economic development. . Indian J ourna. l 
of Agricultural Economics, 23 (1), January-March, 1968, 
p, 36. Mellor maintains that this is caused by farmers 
be ing less well-informed than the traditional trader 
groups. The argument is developed further in Mellor 
J.W. and A,K, Dar, Determ~nation and development impli
cations of foodgrains pri9es in India 1949-64, American 
Journal of Agricultural Economics, 50(4), November, 1968, 
p, 962-974, Reference is made to · this situation for 
maize in the .Jaunpar district of Uttar Pradesh in Bhalerao 
M.~, and Sant Lal. Marketable s~~plus in maize. Indian 
Journal -of Agricultural Economics. 20(3), July-September, 
1965, p. 83-86 .. 
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The professed lack of competition in markets is 
also blamed on the middleman, and this is the major basis 
for ~overnment criticism of the private marketing sector. 
Again, lack of sufficient, carefully conducted empirical 
studies prevents changes in attitude. 1S 

T~ere is some evidence to suggest that producers 
are very often satisfied with the prices and services pro
vided by middlemen. 16 An examination of a large wheat market 

is "Whether a particular market is reasonably competitive or 
not is an empirical question which can be answered only by 
field research. Economic t~eory has provided us many 
statistical indicators of the degree of competition in 
the marketing of a commodity. But little rigorous re
search work has been done in developing countries so far 
to collect and interpret data on these indicators". 
Krishn~Raj. The role of the government in a~ricultural 
marketing reform, Review of Agricultural Economics, 
Malaysia, 1(2), December 1967, p.2. The same author 
refers to this and related misconceptions of agricul
tural marketing in A1 1 ricultural price policy, in A"'ricul
tural development and economic growth, ed. by H.M. South
worth and B.F. Johnston, Ithaca, N.Y., Cornell University 
Press, 1968, p.530-535. A comment on s easonal rice price 
variation in the Philippines suggests that "the Philippine 
marketing system operates efficiently in maintaining rea
sonable levels of seasonal price variation". Barker, R. 
Price policy and rice production. Paper presented at the 
International Rice Research Institute (IRRI), Saturday 
Seminar, October 21, 1967, p.9 (mimeo). This aspect is 
well covered also in Wharton1 C.R. Jr. Marketiniz, merchan··· 
dizing and monej.ending: a note on middleman monopsony in 
Malaya. Malayan Economic Review, 7(2), October , ~62, 

. p. 24-44. 

16 A study in Thailand sought farmers'opinions as to whether 
there was competition among traders to purchase their 
crops. "71 per cent of farmers reported themsetves satis
fied with the prices they received".. It can be are:ued th:it 
the farmers were underpaid but not aware of the real value 
of the product. However, the authors st.ate: "It seems tc 
us more probable however that the middlemen do in fact 
pay a reasonable price". Long. J .F., M.F. Long, A. 
Kamphol and P. Sawart. Economic and Social conditions 
among farmers in Changwad Khonkhan. Ban~kok, Faculty of 
Economics and Cooperative Services, Kasetsart University, 

(contd. on p. 18) 
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in the Punjab of India showed that the market was hi ghly 
competitive and served effectively as a pricing signal for 
producers, and that ~rices reflected supply and demand con
ditions very well in1 the areas where government food-zoning 
re gulations were not operatin~. Th• study tended to con
tradict almost all the preconceived notions of the role of 
middlemen in the marketing of foodgra i ns in India. 17 

Accusations of collusion amon_g middlemen, irrespective 
of the size of their business operations, are common. Evidenc e 
that this is not universal is increasing and their l arge 
number is in itself a condition which does not favour collu
sion. This practice does occur in some cases but usually 
at points along the marketing chain where the produce is 
concentrated and few large merchants (it is si~nific ant that 
at this stage their title suddenly changes to the r espectable 
"exporter", "trader", "merchant") operate. Collusion seems 
to occur in the export trade for the major products in one 
country of the region, as the association of merchants, 
operating under government favour, controls the export of a 

- - - - - ·- - -
(F.n. No. 16 contd.) 

September 1963, p.52. "One result does seem counter to 
current views: the farmer does not seem to be as ~ ~dly off 
in the market as would appear from reading the t exts en 
the subject. Farmers can withhold produce from. t he market 
and are not so weak financially in relation with the 
arthiyas as they used to be''. Neale, W. H. Singh and J, 
Singh, op.cit. p.167. Similar observations wer e r eported 
in Muscat, R.J. Development Strategy in 1hailand: a stu~y 
of economic growth, New York, Praeger 1966 , p.166. "'One 
conclusive, if frustrating, proof of the competitive natu~e 
of the maize trade was the complete disinterest ::f maize 
farmers in Pakchong in efforts of the Ministry of Coopera
tives and the .U. s . . Operations Mission to form a maize 
marketing cooperative. The p~oposed cooperative was 

) 

spe~ifically rejected by the farmers in favour of conti- _) 
nued reliance o.n _ the competitive maize middlemen11 • 

(For f.n. No.17 s ee p. 1s; 
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n7r ~ D 

numb or of commodi t ies. T~G usual complaints in the local 
press by members of these associations about price cutting 
by nonmembers tends to point to mutual agreement on prices 
and business activities by the inner groups. 

The list of grievances against middlemen can be 
multiplied and would serve little further purpose. Suffice 

it to say that criticism of the private marketing system by 
government officials is in many cases unfounded. It is 
unfortunate that empirical studies are still too few or too 
little known to destroy the major premises on which the 
attackc~ on middlemen have been built. But more depressing 
is the fact that evidence coPtrary to the accepted notions 
of decision makers is not always passed on for their con
sideration by marketing sections, or in some cases by 

international advisers. 

Lack of Inteeration Between M~rkets 

Stereotyped thinkin~ about the various markets for 
agricultural commotities in developing countries tends to 
create the impression that they operate in a vacuum, that 
they are not related. This is often based on cursory 
studies of price data for various district markets, which 
incline to show variations not explained by transport costs, 

etc. Unfortunately, there has been little study on the 
integration of markets, although in some countries there 
is evidence to suggest that one large urban market may be 
an important mechanism for setting prices for certain 

17 Cummings, R.W., Jr. Pricing eff iciency in the Indian 
wheat market, New Delhi, Impex India, 1967, p.203. 
Also Cummings, R.W. Effectiveness of pricing in an 
Indian wheat market : a case study of Khana, Punjab. 
American Journal of Agricultural Economics, 50(3), 
August 1968, p.687-701. 
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commodities, particularly export crops. In Thailand, for 
example, rice prices in rural areas are closely related to 
those in BRngkok wholesale markets.18 

Many people immediately assume that markets in 
developing countries are unrelated because at first sight 
there appears to be no apparent order in the system. Fur
ther inspection, especially of transport facilities, will 
reveal that the markets and, in particular, t hose where 

interdistrict movement (not considering export) is import

ant, are very much related.19 

18 Chuchart, Chaiyong and Tongpan, Sopin. The determination 
and analysis of policies to support and stabilise agri
cultural prices and incomes of the Thai farmers, Ministry 
of National Development, Kasetsart University and South
East Asia Treaty Organization, May 1965, p.53. Also 
Lele, u . .r. Market integration: a study of sorghum prices 
in Western India, Journal of Farm Economics, 49 (1), 
February 1967. A recent study of kenaf marketing in 
Thailand showed that "the farm price level generally re
flects quite faithfully overseas demand and supnly cond- .. 
dition", p.4. The correlation between Thai kenaf prices 
at farm and London levels was calc~lated at 0.95, p.49. 
Smith, E.D. Preliminary ane.lysis of effects of Thai kenaf 
pricing on the development of the industry : some policy 
is~. University of Kentucky Contract Team, .Agricul
tural Centre Northeast Thailand. Paper given at the Kcnaf 
Research Conference, Bangkhien, Bangkok, 25 June 1959. 

19 This point of unrelated markets and the alleged ability 
of middlemen to manipulate ryrices was ciscusstd with 
senior government officials in a particular country of 
the region. Prices in two markets were quoted, as they 
displayed marked variations, However, subsequent in
vestigation revealed that the Government had granted 
specific monopoly powers, by issuing a trading licence 
to one individual in each market, These individuals 
were utilizing their monopoly powers to charge what the 
market could bear, particularly as one market was ex
panding rapidly. 
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It is suggested that examination of markets in 
most developing countries will show considerable integration 
and that prices are formed competitively. 

"As a result of the interdependence of interstate 
markets during unzoned periods, market prices reflected 
supply and demand shared by the competin~ markets; seasonal 
price fluctuations, while exceedin~ storage costs in some 
months, did not consistently exceed storage costs, and 
price differences between markets were l ess than trans• - · 
port ation costs on the average ••••• given the marketing en~ 
vironment for wheat in India, the wheat pricing tended to 
move toward the norm achievable under pure competition11 •

20 

Low Prices in the Immediate Post-harvest Period 

Farmers in developin~ countries are forced to sell 
their produce immediately after harvest, when prices are 
low, and this is generally accepted and widely circulated. 
Prices always reflect, to some extent, the seasonal pattern 
of production in agriculture. That this situation has been 
true for many small-scale producers in the past c annot be 
denied, and that it still occurs in some areas of the 
countries of the region must be accepted. However, the 
position is changing rapidly, 21 and it is most unlikely 
that it ever seriously affected the large-scale producers 
who provide the greatest proportion of produce which enters 
the marketing channel. 

~ - ~ - ~ - - - - - ~ 

20 Cummings, op.cit., p.107. 
, 21 "Small farms did not sell all of their marketable rice 

immediately after harvest, as we have thought. They 
sold more or less rice in the open market all through 
the year". Ban, SUng Hwan. A Study of the marketing 
of rice. Suwon, Korea, Department of Agricultural Eco
nomics, Seoul National University, 1967, p.53. 
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.As a result of the diversif.ication of agriculture, 
the structure of agricu~tural production has changed. Many 
farmers are no longer f orced t o rely upon one crop but are 

I 

growirtg cash crops wnich ' are harvest ed at different periods 

than the normal subsistenc·e commodity. In this way, their 

inccme-earning pattern is materially a~tered, so t~at pre

ssure to sell the subsistence crC?P 'i rr,mediately after _
1
harvest 

is great_ly reduced. The impact of str1;1c t "4r?l ~n~_ l;' r9,duction 
I • , , H t • 
chango3 in agriculture is seldom considered in discussions 

on marketing. 

Marketing Margins 

Marketing margin studies are one of the most 

popular undertaken by government marketing sections in the 

region but only limited use is made of them; seldom are 

they ·brought up to date , ·despite marked changes in the 
marketing sys terns, production areas and production technique ~, . 
Furthe:t'Jnore·, they are used to illustrate the high cost of 
marketing, and serve as a device to point up the high profits 

of middlemen~2 However, · ·ari examination of the percentage of 

the retail price going to farmers in dev8loping ?ountries 

will show that the figure is exceptionally high compared to 
' I 

~ - - - - - - -
22 "The limited and crude analyses of marketing margins 

which have been cone, however, do not seem to support a 
hypothesis of substantial exploitation". Behrman, J . R. 
9_upp l y responses in underdeveloped agricvltur,e : a case 
study of four ma j or annual crops· in ··Thailand, 1937,- 63. 
Amsterdam, North Holland Publishing Co., 1968, ~ . 37 . 

J 
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23 
that in tho developed countries. Littl.e attempt is · rr-ade t0eva-- -

l.u.at.e the marketin§!: costs . and. margins in terms of t he services 

provided along the marketing channels. The evidence pro-
duced so far in these studies has not even raised serious 
questions as to whether marketing margins are excessive in 

return for the services provided~4 

Linked to some extent with the attention given to 
marketing margins is the contention that traditional market

ing systems are grossly inefficient. This uncritical view 
reflects a lack of knowledge regarding these systems, which 
often operate efficiently despite their limited physical 
facilities and restricted finances. For many agricultural 

and animal products, the marketing chains are effective and 

- - - - - - - - -
23 India. Economic and Statistical Adviser to the Government, 

Rice economy of India, New Delhi, Ministry of Food and 
Agriculture, January 1961. This study showed that tho 
percentage of the consumer price going to the producer 
for various types of milled and hand-pounded rice, de pendin c; 
on the distance between producing and consuming, areas 
(also on a state basis), ranged from 67 to 81 per cont; 
p. 30-31. Reference to the misleading attitude to 
marketing margins is contained in Mellor, J.W. Economics 
of agricult-q:ral develonment, p.333. "The margin is very 
low indeed. This has the important implication that simply 
reducing this margin substantially cannot in itself have 
a marked effect on agricultural prices--this is true irre
spective of whether the margin is the product of efficient 
marketing, inefficient marketing, collusion or competition''· 

24 "The crucial question is whether tho empirically discovered 
cost of marketing through traditional channels should be 
regarded as excessive or not. Usually it is described as 
excessive in the literature. But it is obvious that there 
is no such thing as the absolutely right or reasonable cost 
of marketing, in comparison with· which we can judge a 
particular cost to be excessive. The actual cost under a 
given marketing system can be described as high or low only 
when compared with the cost, similarly defined and measured, 
under an alternative marketing system. We can say that 
the cost under system A is excessive only when it is demon
strated that the same commodity can be marketed under sys
tem Bat a lower cost, ceteris paribus, than under system 
A. 11 Krishna, Raj, op.cit., p. 6-7. 
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do deliver commodities to consumers at prices within their 

research. To cite Crotty:25 

"Though the fixed capital and equipment used by the 

Malaysian livestock marketing system may be small in amount 

and rudimentary in character, the system does manage to market 

perishable commodities in one of the most d~fficult climates 

in the world with apparently little loss. What the marketeers 

lack in material equipment they apparently make good in ver

satility, adaptability and judgement. Without this last, 

given conditions where, in the absence of storage facilities, 

the market has to be cleared daily, either the merchants 

would have to carry the loss of surplus stock or prices would 

be highly erratic. The narrow marketing margins do not 

permit of such losses being absorbed by merchants and evidenc e 

(below) suggests there is little resort to price variation 

to clear the market". 

Remedial action 

Although only few of the notions held by governments 

and in some cases by advisers and other institutions have been 

mentioned, these are so deeply entrenched that there is little 

likelihood of any immediate major breakthrough by advocate s 

of a more objective approach to the marketing of agric ·1ltural 

products. Nevertheless, the quantity of the opposing data, 

still limited to isolated aspects of the subject, is incre asin: 

and there is evidence of an improvement in quality. 

It is difficult to localize a point of departure fr ow 

' which the first steps can be undertaken to make government 

- ~ - - - - - - - -
25 Crotty,,R. ~ivestock marketing in west Malaysia. Review 

of .Agricultural Economics, Malaysia, 1 (2), Dec ember J.9G7, 
p. 80. 

) 
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decision makers aware of the need for an objective approach 

to agricultural marketing. The field is new; the respective 

sections of government service are often inadequately staffed; 

government machiuery does not encourage objective reporting 

on problems which have an emotional content or run counter 

to accepted governmental policy, even if it is misconceived. 
Economic aid advisers who should be in a position to change 

this are often unable or reluctant to do so for obvious rea

sons. Universities in many countries have notundertaken any 

extensive studies and research in this fi eld: in some cases 

they are unwilling to do too much research, since it may 
be contradictory to government policy. Furthermore, their 

connexions with government often cushion any impact they may 

have on policy. 

What then should be done to change the situation 

so that agricultural marketing can take its place in govern

ment planning and services? ~lthough the emphasis has bGen 
on the need to dispose of or modify false concepts by govern-

ment officials, it is r ecognized that other important areas 

of the subject matter must be tackled. 

To date, agricultural marketing personnel have con

tributed little to the removal of false notions about their 

field of study. It has been dominated by people from other 
but related disciplines. Micro-studies can resolve the pro-

blem, since examination in depth can unearth important varia
tions to preconceived notions. Such studies are expensive 
and time-consuming, but encouragement and the means to con

duct research should be made available to government 

marketing sections. A.major obstacle may be the influence 
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of social factors on the behaviour of personnel engaged in 
marketing, especially as few are trained in sociology .26 

Despite the somewhat nega ~ive picture that has been 

drawn here, there is a small cadre of personnel within the 

region, both national and international ,' who ar e conducting 

sound agricultural marketing research projects. These are 
often b~ing done under difficult conditions as regards faci
lities and quality of support staff. The most serious 

factor hampering their work is th e feeling that their ' efforts 

are not appreciated or, worse still, not understood by their 

superiors. Training is now being initiated by some multi

and bilateral aid programmes, particularly to give staff 

members within the marketing sections the confidence which 

they need. The growing number of journals and publications 

on agricultural marketing within the region in both loc al 

and foreign languages is a reflection of this development . 

However, their circulation tends to be limited, particularly 

within government ministries and among other countries of the 

26 11 .An analysis of the set-up of the marketing chain in the 
Rajanang Area by dialectical groups •••• indicates the 
clannishness in the sociPl relationship of the Chinese 
in Sarawak. Though this grouping mey follow the clannish 
distribution in the community level, the soci81 ties 
presumably have a major role in determining the marketing 
functional structure". Orm, Chye Dooi _. Pepper marketing 
in Sarawak. Malaysia Review of hEricultural Economics, 
1 (2), December 1967, p. 58. Similar evidence was found 
in Africa. Dean, R. Social determinants of price on 
several African markets. Economic Development and 
Cultural Change. 1 (8) Pt. 1, April 1963, p . 239-256. 
"Even if there were higher prices to be obtained else
where, one followed one's usual road where there were 
kinsmen, friends, intimates. If strangers came selling 
rice, people would not buy from them, but would wait for 
the man they know". Moerman, M. kgricultural change and 
peasant choice in a Thai village. Berkeley, University 
of California Press, 1968, p.14. 

) 
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region. Greater publicity would do much to raise the 

status of the service. Unfortunately, some of the material 
tends to repeat unfounded concepts, particularly in re

l ation to middlemen, and authors are hesitant to state 

their case clearly. This reluctance will undoubtedly dis
appear in the near future. 

The absence of specific agricultural marketing 
courses at the universities also contributes to lowering the 
status of the subject; this situation exists in many deve
loped countries as well. However, once the advanced edu
cational institutions establish special studies in the 
field of agricultural marketing, acceptance by policy makers 
will be more rapid. Therefore, in some instances, the onus 
of raising the status of the subject falls upon the inter
national specialist in government service and at universities 
and other advanced training establishments. Meanwhile, agri

cultural marketing sections can do much to help themselves. 

In every country of the region there is a small core of 
very capable and dedicated personnel. These people can 
set about improving the technical quality of their staff 

by regular in-service training directed at specific pro
blens. Similar programmes should be designed to serve the 
middle-level workers, for example produce inspectors. In 
those countries where foreign marketing advisers are avai
lable, either with the government, at universities or other 
academic or research institutions, their assistance should 
be sought. Greater efforts can also be made to secure for 

these sections budgets and manpower allocations more in 

keeping with the range and complexity of their responsibi

lities. 

Despite the tenacity of the erroneous notions 
about agricultural marketing in government services, the 
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development of new marketing facilities and services to 
cater for the expansion of mc-rl.ern agricultural techniques 

should point up the need f or stronger marketing sections. 

There seems little coubt that, to cope with this 1 evelop-

nent, oore specialized marketing facilities and services 

will be roquired, such as bulk transport, larger and more 
sophisticated storage, drying and processing facilities, 

accitional sources of cre~it for marketing studies of con

sumer resistance to particular cornr.iodities, new marketing 

institutions, adaption t o changing patterns in world and 

domestic trade,. etc. Ther_efore, the marketing sections 

should be arranging their future work programmes with an 

eye on their part in the planning, establishment, and 

possibly operation of these facilities and services . 

Research programmes will have to include market development 

studies, and especially those involving feasibility 

studies. 

It is essential for ~orkers to go out in the 

field and study the marketing of various agricultural pro 
ducts in practice. While little is still known about exis
ting marketing systems~7 enough information is now be

coming available to pernit the formulation of some hypo
theses, many of which will question the validity of .assu.n
ptions upon which agricultural marketing policies have 

- - - - - - - - - -
27 "In general, data regarding the marketing of peasants' 

agricultural produce and the channels which are followed 
in the process are very scanty" (Soen, .QJ2.cit. p.130) 

) 
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been founded. Empirical studies in developing countries 

are more pressing than in most developed nations. Agri

cultural research workers in thG former often have little 

feeling for agriculture and tend to isolate themselves 

from the farmer. This situation is even more true at the 

upper levels of policy making. 

"Most educated people in low-income countries have 

relatively little intuitive feeling for rural conditions 

and problems. Under such circumstances, it becomes parti

cularly important that creation and systemization of know

ledge of agriculture be given high priority , This places 
a special importance on empirical study of the existing 

situation in agriculture and continued ahd careful e~pirical 

study of the effect of various development policies 11
•
28 

Nowhere is this more true than in the field of agricultural 

marketing. 

28 Mellor, op.cit., Economics of agricultural development . 
P~~• 




